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Introduction
Ideally justice is the rightful outcome of a
contest or complaint. It is the correct finding,
irrespective of the limitations of the wording of the
law covering the issue at hand. It is also the
fulfilling of Constitutional guidelines, which
express the basic premise of our nation. The US
constitution was written to defend the life, liberty,
freedom and equality of its people with equal
justice under the law, and to conserve this
condition throughout its existence, with the
instruction for the government to be abolished
which neglects this premise. The intent is clearly to
maintain these ideal conditions of human
interaction for all the people and to specify
remedies when this is not done. The remedy
expressed in our Declaration of Independence for
failure to support the people in their pursuit of life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness is a change of
the government itself, and restoration (or
remaking ) of a truly supporting government for
the nation's people. This is what all public servants
and the armed forces are sworn to protect: the
rights of “we the people” as they are expressed in
our Constitution.
The US has, however, drifted away from this
duty to protect the interest of its people, since
World War II. Very powerful private interests in
oil, banking, defense, media, and other industries
has turned the US into a corporate plutocracy
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serving big business interests of the elite, rather
than serving its people. Truman recognized the
CIAs involvement in the Kennedy assassination,
and Eisenhower declared the new, permanent
defense complex out of his control, and that the
people must be alert, responsive, and compel the
proper meshing of defense with our nations’
peacetime goals. This has not been achieved. CIA
has muzzled the media for 60 years.
Kennedy identified publicly in 1961, a
monolithic worldwide covert conspiracy that was
taking over the world and displacing governments
everywhere, with military, intelligence, industrial,
diplomatic, and political factions working
secretively to achieve this result. It employs
methods that are in the black.
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What JFK did not know (or at least failed to
mention) is that this ruthless conspiracy was
created by a small dedicated group within the
United States of America that has integrated it's
agents into high positions in all the areas needed to
control the US government to do the conspiracy's
bidding for them at a cost to the US government
itself ever since the murder of JFK. To really get
rolling it had to kill JFK. Political members: LBJ,
Nixon, Ford and CIA members GHW Bush, Allen
Dulles and select agents... FBI Director J. Edgar
Hoover and select agents, Secret Service and it's
select agents, Dallas Police and Sheriff's offices and
their select officers, the Mayor of Dallas and his
assistants, and private financial assistance from
H.L. Hunt and Howard Hughes, Big Oil's Clint
Murchison, Big Banking (Prescott Bush), and the
Mafia (Carlos Marcello, Jack Ruby...) were
involved in the assassination of John Kennedy to
start the takeover in earnest. This pamphlet is
meant to encourage the US Attorney General and
the Biden Administration to review the true facts
on the JFK assassination and other dastardly
events since the end of WWII presented in this
pamphlet, and to round up, the covert conspiracy
operators, and try them for their crimes, while
seizing the $ Trillions stolen from the people of the
United States and stolen moneys illegally passed
down within their families/friends, over the last 75
years. The Administration is encouraged to write
laws naming the acts that constitute racism and
iii

supremacist's behaviors and to make them crimes
that are punishable under those laws to encourage
recovery in these mentally and emotionally
disturbed people to let go of their hate and false
pride and bring peace to our good nation while
improving our model to the world. It is past time
to honor the truth espoused by the oppressed
peoples of all races, especially those of color and to
put our nation on the road to recovery and
unification with respect and restraint, tolerance
and empathy of/for all of our people.
The approach is not to shame past behaviors,
but to recognize how they were developed and to
seek peaceful means to help the recovery of such
racists and supremacists without malice. Spiritual
remedies abound in these areas and enable the
afflicted to simply let go of their judgments for
greater inner peace with a concurrent reduction of
vigilance and stress, in recognition of all of our
principal duties in life to keep our own paths clean,
while we interact with others' thoughts, actions,
appearance, intelligence, and sounds while
yielding to the fact that people are also different;
because that's OK. One may still report crimes; but
race, color, creed, personal DNA, level of
education, intelligence, or eloquence are not crimes,
and sidewalks and streets, for the most part, are
for public use, to share politely.
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CHAPTER 1 AMERICA
1960-2020 HISTORY CORRECTED
“This new world,” (America), “hath been the
asylum for the persecuted lovers of civil and
religious liberty from every Part of Europe”1 and
around the world for a few hundred years. Its
progeny, however, started with slavery, to
complement their avarice to harvest the great
wealth in natural resources therein. While a certain
amount of greed stimulates hard work to achieve
above average, excessive greed collects the wealth
of others at a low price, and may even succumb to
evil practices, like enslaving people to do the work.
The goal to get the best for the least may even
involve trickery, like slaves, or scams: making
trade able stocks for real property (?). That game
broke banks in the 2008 time frame when the
housing market collapsed and Americans were
suddenly paying enormous house payments for
properties now worth half the size of their loans.
The real estate stock holders had no equity in the
property, because the lenders had the first position
on all the properties. Fancy enticing loan practices
had some of these mortgages offering lower
payments in the earlier years with an increase in
interest rate at a later time (trickery), re-instated
usury by a republican congress. The stock
1.

Common Sense, Thomas Paine 1776
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seemed OK until it started to crash after many
foreclosures. This was expected by bankers
holding bad notes/trust deeds; because they knew
they had made weak deals. Appraisals on the
properties were going up way too fast and way
overshot the average growth expected.
International sales of this stock then stole moneys
from abroad for this American banking/real estate
scam, and government treachery bailed out the
bank perpetrators with no conditions on how the
banks would have to disperse these moneys. That's
the people's money given to the bad guys who
caused the crash. George W. Bush and the
congress approved this gigantic rip-off package
of $700 Billion for the banks. So high level bank
conspirators were rewarded for this dirty trick on
the public, that Barrack Obama, the Democratic
President-elect, endorsed, so his cohorts in
congress would help pass it. The U.S. Republican
Government at the time, on George W Bush's
watch, got the president-elect, Barack Obama, to
promote this $700 billion dollar bail out with no
conditions, to console rich banks who suffered
losses. Now normally it's a Republican move to
give money to banks to console them for their
losses, but Barack was a Democratic Presidentelect who could make the gesture with bi-partisan
support. But it was ripping off the people. Who
represents them?
The switch in government sponsors for great
gifts to industry is a move that is usually achieved
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every 8-16 years to change which party takes the
blame and is more despised by the people they're
supposed to represent. Switching the blame slows
down the people from converging on the most
wicked congressional perpetrators who screw the
people the most. I recall changing from Republican
to Democrat when Richard Nixon shot and killed
innocent students (with his national guard from
that state) protesting the war in Vietnam on the
campus grounds of Kent State in 1970. Then, it was
probably Obama's push to reward republicans for
crashing the real estate/banking industries with
their own fraudulent scheme, to get a free-bee
from the government while continuing to collect
inflated mortgage payments from those still in
their houses, and having sold the real estate stock
when it was still high before the crash. Do you
think that Chase bank may have been a coconspirator in that operation; while Washington
Mutual was given the mushroom treatment (kept
in the dark and fed manure)? That had me change
to independent, where I remain. Also Obama
failed to stop the wars in the Middle East, increase
taxes on the rich, and cut back the federal budget.
The worst part of that was that he pushed the
federal government into debt faster than G.W.
Bush. Some leverage was used on him to betray
the platform he won with, in the election. It could
have been at Camp David shortly after the election
in November 2008. He would have been told that
the military not only has a peacetime need, but
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that the budget is actually larger because there are
especially advanced and expensive programs that
are funded in the “black .” These are pursued to
give the U.S. the lead against “secret enemy
systems” in time and capability.
The super spy plane SR-71, still the fastest
aircraft in the world ever, was developed in this
manner to replace the U-2 that Russia learned how
to knock out of the skies (Gary Francis Power's
capture in Russia May, 1960). For the longest time
the “ SR-71 Blackbird “ remained invincible in
Soviet airspace. But it became cost ineffective when
spy satellite developments got good enough and
cheap enough to obviate use of it. Both the F117
tactical fighters and the B-2 bombers were
developed this way, with new “low observables
technologies” to basically make them invisible to
the enemy. The drones are also basically
undetectable. All such developments would be
done in the black, where the public has no idea
where the money comes from and how much is
being spent secretly. Obviously the books are
cooked in some way to keep the public from
knowing the true federal budget in all areas and
the true total income and debt. This is important to
stay ahead of our enemies as it gives us a time and
capability advantage. But what if the government
is scamming to make insiders rich?
Also Colin Powell showed his stuff in the first
gulf war: “First we're going to cut it off, and then
we're going to kill it," he said of the Iraqi Army.
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And our losses were piddly. Americans loved him.
Unfortunately the CIA is still able to conduct
secret military operations that the president may
not be aware of. It became public knowledge that
the National Intelligence budget and Military
Intelligence budgets totaled $75 Billion with
200,000 employees in 2009. That's an average of
$375K per employee. Disclosure of these numbers
led Obama to fire his Director of National
Intelligence, Dennis Blair in 2009, since the
Military Intelligence Program, is supposed to be
unknown to outsiders.
In the Kennedy era, before the infusion of
combat troops in Vietnam, CIA Black Ops
stimulated confrontations between North and
South Vietnam that led to troop deployments
(Eisenhower). Jack Kennedy studied the problem
and was determined to be free of that conflict by
1965. Furthermore he intended to pare down the
CIA for their Bay of Pigs disaster, that he had to
take the blame for and apologize to the nation, and
for their creation of hostilities in Vietnam. He fired
the Director of the CIA, Allen Dulles. Jack was
planning the scaling down of CIA in his second
term so his actions wouldn't impair his re-election
chances, while he'd still be able to keep CIA from
ever after interfering in presidential foreign policy
with their secret military type missions. But his
murder prevented him from crippling the CIA
from performing these “dirty tricks”. So they have
continued to this day for another ~60 years. CIA
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was part of the plot that killed JFK.
If the US wants to live in peace with the rest of
the world and be a shining example it must
eliminate murderous ops. For not doing it in his
first term he lent strength to his own assassination
as the CIA had muscle over the media, the FBI, and
Secret Service. CIA badges were worn by nonagents in Dallas.
Jack did sign the secret National Security
Action Memorandum (NSAM) # 263 in October,
1963, just a month and a half before he was
assassinated. This would get the US out of
Vietnam by 1965. His reasoning was sound. The
French failed to colonize Vietnam with a presence
of 250,000 troops, and he did not want to waste
American soldiers' lives in an attempt to subdue a
people on their own turf as they would never give
up fighting invaders to their country to re-unite
with home rule. Besides in the south, the people
were Viet-Cong at night and not being educated
into the concepts of democratic government,
despite the moneys the U.S. spent with the Diem
regime to achieve this end. He was being lied to by
Diem who was dispersing U.S. dollars to his
political and military cronies and not using it to
convert his people to democracy. Jack wanted out
(as would the American people under LBJ and
Nixon). Jack was for his people and his nation, &
for peace and tolerance.
But there were even bigger warnings of an
efficient and ruthless covert and monolithic
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conspiracy that had all the capabilities of a small
nation, with political, industrial, military, scientific,
media, intelligence, and diplomatic capabilities
that was working to take over the world in 1961.
His speech regarding this threat and his plea with
the newspaper publishers of America to please ask
themselves whether their news impacted upon
national security was given at the Waldorf Astoria,
in New York on 27 April, 1961, at a formal
gathering in black tie and tails (tuxedos) 2. He
entertained with humorous stories, before he got
down to the business of alerting the guests of the
imminent nature of his subject. He said: “Our way
of life is under attack. Those who make themselves
our enemy are advancing around the globe”. “The
survival of our friends is in
danger, and yet, no war has been declared.”
“No borders have been crossed by marching troops.
No missiles have been fired. If the press is waiting
for a declaration of war.....
“I can only say that no war ever posed a greater
threat to our security. If you are awaiting a
finding of a clear and present danger, then I can
only say the danger has never been more clear and
its presence has never been more imminent.” Jack
was telling the press that shadow governments
around the world were taking over. He showed
his respect for the 1st Amendment to the
Constitution, while challenging the media to check
their news for impact on national security, and that
2 JFK Complete speech in N.Y. 27 April, 1961, https:
discretion//www.youtube.com/watch?v=rvuaB906
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he trusted their plan without seeing it. That was
in 1961. Unfortunately the press is held in check by
the CIA and works for the benefit of the far right
wing elite, who own it & skim the cream off the
top in the world's markets, while nudging
supporting activities of governments in the nations
they control. That's how the U.S. has undermined
its moral and fiscal obligations in the U.S. and
around the world over the last 60 years and forced
poverty on the lower end of the work force
everywhere.
What JFK didn't yet realize is that the threat he
was briefed on was from within our nation with
ruthless traitors in high places already: Allen
Dulles brought in Nazi Intel agents after WWII to
train his men in the CIA, their dirty business; the
Secret Service was filled with racists killers, as was
Southern law enforcement. J. Edgar Hoover was
beholding to Big Oil and hated JFK. LBJ was a
pawn of Big Oil and an obsessed power monger
and murderer, responsible for the deaths of his
sister, 3 polling agents where he added votes in
their register to win the primary for the 1948
Democratic Senate primaries in Texas, Henry
Marshall a federal investigator in 1960, and many
more. He only went for the VP spot to plan to kill
JFK before the end of his first term, so he could
ascend to the presidency, his ultimate goal. He was
supported by his hit man, Mac Wallace, and his
attorney, Ed Clark (thee kingpin in all Texas), to
organize JFK's assassination in ‘63. The City was
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involved with Dallas Police and Sheriff's
department shooters: Roscoe White and Harry
Weatherford; plus GHW Bush and Nixon who
both contributed on site personnel (shooters:
Cubans and Frank Sturgis, communications,
signaling, movie support, paymaster E. Howard
Hunt, Jack Ruby...) Gerald Ford filtered out
witnesses who knew the truth while acting as a
middle man from Hoover to the Commission, and
changed the written report to move JFK's back
wound to his neck when it was at T-3 in his back,
to enable a slim chance of the magic bullet theory
to keep Oswald as a possible lone assassin suspect.
Even that, however, was not enough as timing and
bullet trajectory anomalies ruled out the magic
bullet; and the last two shots went Bang Bang, per
Roy Kellerman JFK's body guard, rt. front seat in
limo, testimony to Warren Commission, and
couldn't have come from the same weapon as there
was no time to reload. This is not to mention that
Motorcycle Officer Marrion Baker was probably in
view of the lunch room after a little more like 45
seconds from the 3rd shot and saw Oswald there,
and any shooter on the 6th floor had too many
things to attend to before he could even start to
come down the 4 flights of stairs and make it back
up front to the lunch room...... where Baker saw
Oswald, calmly drinking a coke.
Simple JFK Murder Proof
The simplest of proofs on how JFK was killed is
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visible from film frames and simple modern
reprocessing of these frames and still camera shots
shown on pgs. 23-26. But JFK had more to go thru
before he was assassinated.
Right after his discovery of a covert
worldwide conspiracy, he was hit with the Bay of
Pigs debacle (A Nixon/CIA/ GHW Bush plan) to
invade Cuba with Cuban refugees who were
gathered and trained by the CIA in and around
Florida. Two of Nixon's personal hit men, CIA
agents E. Howard Hunt and Frank Sturgis, helped
train the commandos for Bay of Pigs. The landing
vessels were the “Barbara” (GHW's wife), The
“Zapata” (GHW's oil company on an island near
Cuba) and the “Houston”(the world command
center for Big Oil, a sponsor of terror for the new
worldwide covert conspiracy, that constantly
needed new oil grounds for drilling around the
world). The invasion was a dismal failure, but
scared Castro into asking for Russian missiles for
Cuba: missiles loaded with nuclear payloads to hit
any East Coast City in the U.S. In ~5-10 minutes,
should the U.S. Attempt to invade again.
Khrushchev obliged. This created the “Cuban
missile crisis of 1962”.
The U.S. and the Soviet Union were poised to
end it all in October, 1962 if Kennedy only
followed his Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS)'
recommendation of a nuclear first strike against
Russia. JFK asked what the death toll would be in
the U.S. The reply:
30,000,000. Americans.
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JFK got up and left the room declaring the Chiefs
to be Crazy.... Jack and Bobby then worked it out
privately with Khrushchev to avoid any bias in the
wording given through State channels. This is because
John Foster Dulles, the brother of Allen Dulles, who
JFK fired for the Bay of Pigs, was the Secretary of State,
the normal channel for communications abroad. The
U.S. Agreed not to invade Cuba, for Russia's complete
removal of missiles, and JFK thru Bobbie added a key
peace offering: to remove Jupiter missiles from
Turkey, threatening the USSR. This would, of course,
anger the joint chiefs. It was agreed and the Russians
hustled to get the missiles out of Cuba. So both
Kennedy and Khrushchev had the ability and
experience in de-escalating tensions and holding
their defense departments at bay. They could have
stopped the arms race that followed if Jack had not been
killed, and there would have been no Vietnam and
possibly no drug epidemic in the US as a result of no
Vietnam.-(military could have killed him too)An important condition for taking over a
nation is the ability of top conspiracy leaders to
simply appoint their support personnel, so things
get done to their satisfaction. Then they control the
choke points in the government that make it run
for them. So in unraveling a conspiracy, all choke
points in the chain of command/control are
suspect, as are appointments made by the
appointees ad infinitum. Checking peoples'
spending patterns/financials may also corroborate
their conspiratorial involvement. So any effort to
overthrow this conspiracy after 60 years would
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best track back the members down to the present
time. Making whistle blowing legal should help.
The wickedness of Big Oil, Big Banking, war
industries, CIA, FBI, Secret Service, and traitorous
politicians in congress/White House, with the
immense backing of racist and white supremacists
voters has given the conspirators most of the
control of the US and local law enforcement over
the last 60 years, subverted the black and brown
American people and their economy, and created a
dank film over the US, with the presidency of #45,
that people see everywhere. These self-centered,
bigoted murderers hurt our country and are the
cause of national division. 41's father, 41 & 43 are
the dynasty most responsible, that killed 35, and
his brother , a 37 likely, plus 35's namesake son to
kill that family's dynasty & MLK who as God
centered leaders, totally supported the people. It
was 36, 37, 38, 40, 41, 43, and 45 who have dragged
the U.S. into a bankrupted pit as the imperial, Oil
dominated, military overlord of the world that
still plunders others for their resources, against the
will of the Loving Creator while suppressing the
lower part of the economy in hunger and poverty.
The multiplication of business in the market when
the poor side drives it is vastly (3 times) greater
than what the rich elite stimulus promotes.3
3. “A Beautiful Mind (With a Big Mouth?) John C. Dean
2010 available free on Free-ebooks.net and on John's
website https://peaceandprosperitypath.com with
his auto bio “Seeing the Big Picture” and 4 JFK movies
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CHAPTER 2 NATION
UNDER GOD
OF GOD & EQUALITY
OF LOVE, RESPONSIBILITY
JUST LAWS JUSTICE &AMENDS FOR ALL
OF, BY, AND FOR THE PEOPLE
GUARANTEE / LIFE, LIBERTY,

& ENABLE | & PURSUIT OF
\ HAPPINESS
JFK ASSASSINATION
EARLY SHADOW GOVERNMENT '63
Science has no law for the creation of
something out of nothing. So before the Universe
started there had to be a power who could create
something out of nothing. We traditionally call
such a power God, as no mortal can create
something out of nothing.
Different religions and myths and stories have
identified their understanding of this power in
various ways, but there is no single way that is
universally accepted. The Judeo/Christian and
Muslim religions combined share many of the
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same scriptures and are the most numerous
together. The original source is the Jewish Torah
and Old Testament is from about 1000 BC. The 10
Commandments are introduced here with a simple
story for the creation of the world: land, water,
plants, animals, & minerals. Buddhism is similar
with the good behavior, harmony with nature, and
the struggle of humans with their inherent natures
which include the 7 deadly sins: Pride, Lust, Anger,
Greed, Gluttony, Envy, and Sloth. In Buddhism the
person is advised to free self from these
temptations and live modestly with reverence for
the rest of God’s creation. Taoism is from China
and touts its own instructions for intelligent
behavior, while Hinduism, from India, has many
deities, but is also based in good behavior and
warns of Karma (what goes around comes around),
as the later outcome from actions of the past.
Buddhism also incorporates karma. Love of God
and love of neighbor as self are the original
Greatest Commandments from the Torah. Native
American religious practices identify a spirit for all
components of nature and an attitude of gratitude
for their livelihood from these spirits. So spirit
worship is pretty universal. Atheism doesn’t
believe in spirits with great
powers but lives in the dilemma of the miraculous
full creation and how that got here from nothing. I
consider the notion that the creation evolved from
nothing, absurd. It was a miraculous manifestation
of great complexity from a very powerful Spirit,
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who deals in the miracles of something from
nothing and governing scientific laws that are then
hypothesized, tested and if true, become laws of
nature and have scientific verification. These laws
exhibit how the things God made, work.
Science = scientific historian of God.

Just Laws
Historically laws that govern societies are derived
from morals in religion and the greatest
commandment from the Torah was to love the
Lord thy God with your whole heart, mind, and
soul, and love your neighbor as yourself. Christian
scripture added the love of enemies as self. A
logical conclusion may be derived from these laws
if one is allowed the premise: God only makes
laws He/She agrees with and abides by. Or God
would never order something against God's will!
Since neighbor and enemy could be anybody
(by their choosing), then God loves every possible
neighbor and enemy of anybody who receives this
order (all mankind). The simple deduction from
this is:

God loves all of His/Her kids the
same. We're all created equal & loved
by God equally.
That doesn't mean our DNA is all the same. It
doesn't matter what color, race, sex, age, origin, or
who your parents are and where you were raised,
and what you learned growing up. It doesn't
matter what strengths or weaknesses or
15

abnormalities/diseases we have. God loves us all
the same. It follows that God doesn't want

us to fight with one another. He
doesn't like to see His kids get hurt.
He wants love and Peace on Earth, our
paradise to share.
What you do in your life; shows your love (or lack
thereof) of yourself and all others. Then try to
avoid hurting others. God also made all the
elements from which our products are made. Since
He loves us all the same, so He wants us to equally
share His/Her gift to us. There should be no
poverty or hunger or wars. As it is the war
industries and Big Oil and Big banking are making
money while the lower and innocent masses of
each country do the fighting and dying for them.
So war is unjust to the lowest of all nations'
people! On the other hand, love enables respect
and restraint for all.
THE NATURE OF LOVE
People we love, we esteem /respect. And we
restrain ourselves and our tongues and pens at the
same time. It feels good inside to love and to be
loving. We're considerate when we love. We are
empathetic when we love. We nurture when we
love; we teach, our tone is mellow; we help people
feel better with this treatment. We are generous
when we love. When we see that our love helps
others and they smile we smile back and feel better
inside. It is positive behavior to be loving. It feels
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good & settles people around us. It enables
laughter which is good medicine for the body.
The New Testament says [1 Cor 13 4-6 Love is
patient, kind, not jealous, is not supremacist, is not
pompous, is never rude, is not self-seeking, not prone to
anger, doesn't brood over injury, does not rejoice in the
false, but rejoices with truth] [1John 4-16 “God is
love”]
Without love, the world is glum. Or we need to
rest, get something to eat, calm down, or talk with
a friend. Then we resume with love actions.
[Donald Trump's traits are mostly opposite to the traits of
love: He's impatient, not very kind, jealous of anyone with
a superior trait, he's a supremacist, he's pompous to the
max, he's rude to the max, he's all self seeking, he's very
prone to anger, He broods to the max and hits back hard,
he pushes the false; he never acknowledges the truth unless
it serves his purpose. If God is Love, then Trump’s the
anti-god or anti-Christ.

The opposite of love is hate. It hurts, we feel bad.
We are mad. We have a resentment. We think
about hurting someone to get even. It consumes us.
We can't help but replay what happened in our
minds to re-justify the way we feel or what we
intend to do about it. We get nasty; we get foul, we
burn bridges, lose friends; we cry. War is
organized hate at the highest level. It alters one's
life forever. We're depressed and can't do anything
productive. We're paralyzed. We internalize it and
then develop acidic stomachs, or splitting
headaches, or mental illness. It's only one of
our negative emotions: then comes sorrow, regret,
17

guilt, jealousy, envy, sloth, and parental voices of
our youth that tell us what's wrong with us.
Active military/Vets have the highest suicide
rates, because their cause is destructive & they're
stuck in it.
The message is to receive love from God to calm
us; then carry it everywhere as we live in it.
This takes the edge off of communications and
keeps people at peace and they remain teachable.

Punishment /Amends/ Justice
How do we make up for our bad deeds?

What's fair?

The Old Testament was pretty hasty with “an eye
for an eye”. It only doubles the blindness already
created by error. It is punitive. The best justice is
amends. The perpetrator recognizes his error and
negotiates with the victim what would be a fair
good deed by the perpetrator to help displace the loss
due to his offense. They figure it out or contact an
“Amends Reclamation Center” for listings of
various offenses identified and for the various
products and services available to remediate the
hurt. Maybe there are products or services there
that will please the victim enough to help to settle
their differences. The perpetrator apologizes &
works for the standard rate in points per day that
anyone would get for what they're able to produce
in one day, or if he has a special skill or product
that will yield more points per day and the Center
can use his product or service for those points,
then he does it up to the days/points that satisfy
the victim's point needs, to fulfill the amends.
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In operation the perpetrator may wear an
ankle alarm bracelet to indicate his location and is
otherwise free to go home after each work day,
while he remains out of any prison, faces no
guards and feels fulfillment when he completes his
amends. He lives with friends or family who can
support him or in a dispersed mini-home near a
homeless sleeper unit complex3 that provides
meals, bathrooms, and showers. Or he is able to
work some overtime to speed up the process.
That's justice that doesn't require prisons or worthless
detention time, or guards but covers the debt in a
manner productive to both the perpetrator and the
victim. Both sides get a better deal than the usual
vengeance justice, with no remuneration to the
victim. The perpetrator never suffers the ill effects
of prisons, likely experiences no homosexual rape
or vengeance attacks, no need to make a weapon
for survival, as in prison, no need to be in a joint
where viscous unstable criminals are kept. And
after fulfilling his amends he/she is welcomed
back into the world, born again, to serve his/her
own purpose and/or continue to help others. We
all need to take responsibility for our feelings, so
we can possess a positive attitude. Resentments
are like being owned by a brick that we trip over in
the street and decide to kick it until it turns into
dust. The best solution is to pray for the person
who hurt you
3 “A Beautiful Mind (With a Big Mouth?)” John C. Dean
2010 available free on Free-ebooks.net pg76
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that he may receive the attributes he needs from
God, to make him/her a better person. This kind of
praying is also ok for selfish prayer and selfimprovement, as God does help His/Her kids thru
life and loves to hear from them. A prayer of
gratitude sends love back to God. An attitude of
gratitude is what keeps people content and happy.
I've learned to cut my losses, dump a resentment,
and get on with the celebration of life.
The victim is somewhat requited and may
choose to be grateful for the amends. This makes
for fewer prisons, happier endings and takes the
edginess out of people's lives. After all, vengeance
is mine, saith the Lord (to remind God of Mercy).
God doesn't like humans doubling the hurt.
Amends is always way better justice. An Amazon
type Amends Reclamation Center would be
perfect. This is best done without lock-up, courts,
life threatening arrests, and enables smaller police
forces in our communities to deal with the arrest of
real felons. A Reclamation Center chart & counsel
with the victim and perpetrator can guide the
arrival at a compromise that is a fair for both sides.
Drug users would not be criminalized, only
pushers who might get civic work tasks. [And state
laws could allow slowing to 2-3mph while inspecting an
intersection before continuing safely with or without a
complete stop. (Heck pedestrians do that all the time.) So
the complete stop law could be altered to require the
complete stop when people or traffic or animals are there
at the intersection. Money should not be made by police
at stop traps. Safety should be the issue. If it safe to
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continue, there should be no ticket. ]

LIVABLE WAGES
Boosting economic support/income for the lower
part of the economy helps to reduce the incidence
of drug use, gangs, and crime in neighborhoods
throughout America if it allows for 1 worker per
family, so a parent may be home.

JFK
Assassination
The “historic Oswald” has been dis-proved by
hundreds of researchers and investigators ever
since his murder. Below is an autopsy photo that

shows a skull flap of bone. This can only be
achieved by 2 shots from separate locations,
created by the intersecting fracture lines from these
shots. The 2nd shots' cracks do not propagate past
their intersection with the other shot's crack.
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back of head. Speed blur on Z313 from kick back
on driver's gun. 3 shooters in Dal Tex bldg had
rifles messed with, or JFK is dead on the wide
turn/pause there. 3 hits near the man hole cover
proves 3 shooters, as no other shooters cross JFK's
path in line with the cover. JFK reacts & orders
fast departure & is ignored ....then he stands when
shot in the back at ~Z220 and says “I'm hit”, and is
ignored again. Then at Z225 the neck shot, still no
reaction. The look back at Z285, they all see an
injured man and still don't move. Finally the limo
stops for the fatal shots. Then they rush Jack to
the hospital. Mayor's wife & Senator Yarborough
report the stop of the limo, then they smell burnt
gun powder on their path out. JFK's murder in a
nutshell. Roscoe White shot (#13) plus Greer shot
(15) make JFK collapse to his rear left, dead. More
need not be said. 8 people below ignore JFK's
neck shot.

Then fatal shots~10-15 seconds later start the
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takeover of the world, circa 1963. So Nixon was
owned by Prescott Bush and worked as representative in
house hearings to commie hunt. Jack Ruby was his
private eye to snoop for him. In the preparation for the
Cuban invasion by exiled Cubans, VP Nixon got
together an assassination team, operation 40, using some
of the Cubans who could be on standby to assassinate
foreign leaders. Again, he had Frank Sturgis and E.
Howard Hunt (CIA assassins) under his thumb that
helped him get Kennedy with some of the Cuban
assassins and later were part of his burglar team at the
Watergate in '72, where both were tried and sent to jail.
Then there was the October 1962 nuclear missile crisis,
where the military wanted to nuke the Soviet Union to
smithereens in a first strike attack. They figured
30,000,000 Americans dead in retaliation. Thank God
Jack and Bobbie stopped that from happening. But the
Navy and Army did the botched autopsy, to remove
bullets and fragments later on from JFK and alter the
wounds as part of their task in the murder/cover-up. So
the military continued as part of the worldwide takeover.
Nixon would never have ascended to the presidency
if RFK had been able to run in '68. The Los Angeles
Police Department conspired to cover-up the murder,
which RFK Jr figured out much later. It was the
assigned guard, Thane Eugene Cesar, who led RFK into the
kitchen and when Sirhan started firing, Cesar, the back-up
killer, went to a knee right behind and right of RFK raised up
his 22 pistol and shot Kennedy right behind his right ear into
his brain from 4 inches away. Coroner Noguchi identified this
fatal shot, which Sirhan could not have fired from 4 feet away
in front of the senator.
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Top half of shadow government
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Bottom half
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Only L.A.P.D. and the prosecuting attorneys had Sirhan, who
was operating under hypnosis (from CIA MK Ultra mind
control) to attack and then forget doing it and why. Sirhan is
a double victim, once for being a CIA guinea pig, and twice
for L.A.P.D.'s lie to prosecute him as the murderer. 13 rounds
were fired that night, but Sirhan's gun only fired 8. FREE
SIRHAN!
Unchecked, police have done some really treacherous deeds
and need policy changes and attitude changes, and to be
prosecuted for their felonious actions, of e.g. “no knock break-ins”
of peoples' residences, or hassling a man who fell asleep in the
fast food car line. He should have been given his food and
allowed to go home, parole or no parole background. Arresting
such a man is immoral insanity, and killing him rather than letting
him escape on foot is murder. Screw the police for being whipped
once in a while and then forcing the issue with a chase to kill
someone to support their egos in this unnecessary action. Such
police should not be wearing badges. This would include the
officer who rushed to put 8 rounds in a suspect's back, for having
lost a fight with him. He was no threat to the officer walking
away.

After JFK's death, Lyndon Johnson had an empty
bronze casket taken to Air Force 1, after Greer and
Kellerman moved JFK's body to a body bag and back to
AF-1 for forward storage. The bronze casket was met at
Parkland Hospital by the Dallas County Coroner, who
had the legal right to perform the autopsy, and Secret
Service agents pulled their guns to get past the coroner
to get the “body” out of Texas. Lyndon knew that the
body needed alteration as part of the cover story (3shots
from behind from a lone assassin), and couldn't let the
Dallas coroner see the empty casket. JFK had been
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killed from the front as
indicated by White House
press official Martin Kilduff
who said, it was a simple
matter of a shot to the head,
while pointing correctly to his
right forehead. It blew out a
substantial vertical oval hole in
the lower right rear of his head, pg. 23. He died from the
front shot. LBJ then returned to

Andrews as the new president. A large helicopter
landed to the right side of AF-1 at Andrews AFB after it
parked and moved the body over to it and flew off to
Walter Reed where JFK's head was broken open all the
way around to his right ear, and the brain removed (as
above), leaving a huge exit that was described in the
autopsy as if it took place on ELM St.. The inset photo
of this altered wound above shows what the Moorman
photo should have looked like if the autopsy reported
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wound had indeed been created on Elm Street. But it
was the narrow vertical oval exit wound of less than 1/3
this size in Dallas on the street as on pg. 23 with most of
his brain still in his head. So the Navy lied on the
autopsy report, showing no photos as that would
indicate their guilt in a botched autopsy. From Walter
Reed the body was taken to the Bethesda Morgue in an
ambulance, where x-rays were taken to identify the
location of bullets in the body. They were then removed
and trashed. But very fine remnants of the fatal bullet
remained in JFK's head and were discovered by Dr
David Mantik in his work at the National Archives in
Wash DC where he saw the x-rays of smaller particles
near the front making it the fatal bullet entry site,
because bigger fragments have more momentum and
were seen to go deeper into the head 4.
From this observation it follows that Oswald
was not the killer as JFK was shot from the front
and he had already passed the Texas School Book
Depository (TSBD) where Oswald was, when JFK
was killed.
That Sunday, November 24th, 1963 the limo was
flown to Detroit for a total makeover at the Ford
Plant, as ordered by Lyndon Johnson, where the
Supervisor of the glass shop, George Whittaker
saw the windshield with a bullet hole straight
through it, front to back, just below left of the rear
view mirror as seen from within the car. His
workers were ordered to make and install a
replacement with a minor crack in the same spot
4.

JFK Assassination Paradoxes David Mantik
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“caused by a small rock”. But 2 motorcycle
policemen in the JFK convoy saw the bullet hole, as
did the Secret Service agents who drove the limo
back to the White House garage from Andrews AFB,
Charles Taylor Jr with Samuel Kinney; and Evalea
Glanges, a med student at Parkland, who was
raised with guns. This leaves no doubt that JFK
was shot at from the front more than once. It was
Jack Lawrence on the south west corner of the Elm
Street overpass who shot JFK through that
windshield in the middle of his neck just below the
atom's apple, and made his escape thru the drain
where he was crouched, while Frank Sturgis fired
on JFK from the North side of the overpass and
likewise exited via the drain there near his spot at
the west end of the picket fence5.
If Dallas police and the FBI had not hassled
witnesses and excised their testimony, and the CIA
Photo lab had not altered all the film they collected
that day it would have been known on day 1 that
the driver shot JFK after stopping dead in the
street, turning around, pointing his 45, the glare of
which was seen by witnesses and photographed in
Zapruder, Moorman, Muchmore, and probably
Nix, who complained about missing frames.
Beverley Oliver's movie film would have shown
the murder in full detail, up close, but her film was
beyond “fixing” so the government just kept it and
probably destroyed it by now. Thanks to photo lab
5.private communications with Dr. James Fetzer via many
emails in 2008 and 2018).
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techs, lots of proof was included in individual
frames kept in the movies, that one doesn't see in
the movie because most of the comparable frames
were removed so movie viewers wouldn't notice
the single frames of evidence left in the movies
that only show for 1/26 of a second, too quick for
the eye, but fine for the researcher who looks at
every frame. Thank God that the Moorman photo
could be reprocessed. It used both finger chaff
blurring and black out, alternately, showing JFK's
left hand in one and his right hand in the other, so
that I could take the better of the two spoofs and
recreate the original print showing both hands.
Then with a little color one can see what JFK did in
his last seconds of life: He was shot (#13) in the
temple with a silenced subsonic rifle round ~70 '
away behind the stub wall of the North Pergola
that penetrated and stuck in his head on the left
inside, causing him great pain so he raises his left
hand to grab his head there. Then he sees the
driver pointing his 45 at him and raises his right
fist to “block the shot”. The fatal trajectory comes
from the driver, front to back. It's lights out for JFK
with the brain injury he sustained on that shot;
then Mary Moorman clicks her camera before JFK's
hands drop and he collapses rear left (from front
and right hits). He was brain dead instantly.
Some well-funded part of the cover-up
conspiracy puts out false statements on their films
of “new evidence” in the case that all point to
Oswald, the man who was a low level helper on
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the plan to kill JFK, but liked JFK, and probably
was the person who tweaked the sites of the
riflemen on the west face of the Dal Tex Building,
so they'd screw up their gimme shots on the wide
turn at the top of the street where they opened up
firing. The sound of fire crackers was their firing of
“silenced” subsonic rifle rounds at the president
when he reached the island separator between Elm
and the access road in front of the TSBD. I
recreated their view (below) using google earth

view from that facing where shooters were. The
driver came to a brief standstill while cranking the
steering wheel to redirect the limo onto Elm in a
bottom up “S” turn. This is where the shots forced
JFK to abruptly pull his hand back as shown in the
Tina Towner remake film, only the remake movie
has the shots coming toward her at the busy inside
corner of Elm, where a big crowd was viewing.
That did not happen. Instead the view I show
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above is what happened. Roy Truly, the TSBD
superintendent testified to this fact as he was there.
The shot at Jack is close, slow/ pause, with clear
street down Elm in the far field. This is where they
could have killed Jack easy with no collateral
damage. The umbrella man at the freeway sign
~170 ' down Elm on the right, signaled “no kill “by
pumping his umbrella, after the back and neck
shots, and everyone turned around in the limo to
see Jack injured at Z285, so the driver had to finish
him off and brought the limo to a standstill ~30'
ahead, and turned around and shot JFK in the
right forehead near the hair line causing the fatal
wound shown on pg. 23. Connolly was hit with 2
shots at Z297, 1 each from the Records and County
buildings' roofs, right before Greer started braking
for the fatal stop. They were attempts to hit JFK,
but with small errors in estimating fall and cross
tracking velocity error. The Records bldg shot
went 3-4 inches right and 3-4 inches low and
buzzed over JFK's right shoulder next to his neck
and hit Connolly's right wrist/left thigh. The
county building shooter had the correct height but
pulled slightly too far left to miss the first lady, so
it struck Connolly near the right armpit and exited
below his right nipple hitting the floor in the limo,
destroying a rib bone. The bullet could never end
up pristine as was the “impossible magic bullet”
needed to infer the Oswald possibility after
“creating a non-existent back of neck entry wound
on Kennedy with a “clean hole” out of his throat
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and a turn up and over to Connolly's right armpit
after a 3 second time delay, then out his chest and
into and thru his right wrist and finally embedding
in his left thigh. This is the impossible 7 wound
miracle bullet that suffered no damage to its soft
lead inner core after hitting lots of bones and
thinking for itself to pause and change direction.
This is what an Oswald conviction depended upon;
and sounds like the fallacious steal of Trumps
election on November 3rd, 2020, with similar
impossible logic. Wake up Trump supporters. It
didn't happen, nor did the magic bullet.
Marita Lorenz came into town with some
assassins in a caravan of 2 station wagons on
November 21, 1963, loaded with rifles and
assassins/assistants. Frank Sturgis ran the caravan.
Then Frank told Marita that she was there to help
assassinate JFK. She replied in the negative and
flew out of town that day, and contacted the FBI
the next day with her story. The FBI did nothing.
President Johnson did push Kennedy's
agenda for Civil Rights, with the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, the Voting Rights Act of 1965, and the Fair
Housing Act of 1969. These were tremendous
accomplishments; the first bill signed on July 2,
1964, “It is an important gain, but I think we just
delivered the South to the Republican Party for a long time
to come,” Johnson, a Democrat, purportedly told an aide
later that day6.
6. Civil Rights Act of 1964 HISTORY, COM EDITORS, 1-25-21
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In 2000, I remember watching the poll results for
G.W. Bush vs Al Gore and hearing a comment to
that effect, that old southern white racial districts
voted heavily for George Bush, and he won the
election as a result. So, Southern racists put W in
the White House.
Meanwhile in early 1964 Johnson canceled
Kennedy's NSAM-263 (pg6) and put in way more
troops in Vietnam to pursue the war agenda of the
military. By 1968 Johnson was haggard over
Vietnam and the nation's reaction to it, especially
from younger fighting age citizens when he had
~550,000 troops in Vietnam and his approval
rating dropped from 70% in '64 to below 40%by
1968 and there were already 30,000 dead from the
U.S. Also Robert Kennedy joined the race against
him. LBJ spent $45 Billion a year more than JFK
resulting in $225 Billion going down a rat hole for
Vietnam in the Johnson years. Another $143 Billion
followed during the Nixon years above JFK's
budgeting while the latter presidents also caused
55,000 US deaths in Vietnam and who knows how
many permanent injuries (physical and mental),
not to mention their roles in the JFK assassination.
Johnson spent his final years after his presidency
as an emotional nutcase, with an attending
psychiatrist to comfort him. Nixon left in disgrace
and his Jack Ruby was dead, and Sturgis and Hunt
both did time for their part in the Watergate
burglary. They were the burglars who sought to
recover a photograph of Hunt in Dealey Plaza
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dressed as a street person, who was taken
downtown. Proof that he was there came out in his
suit of a magazine for defamation of character, that
Mark Lane, the first premier researcher into the
JFK assassination, defended for the magazine and
won the case. The CIA got even for Hunt's shake
down of Nixon for $2,000,000. by identifying
Hunt's presence in Dealey Plaza on 22 Nov. 1963,
officially.
Gerald Ford was chosen by Nixon to continue
the string of puppet presidents for the shadow
government of the U.S., and he pardoned Nixon
and made GHW Bush a household name by
making him Director of the CIA. GHW ran for
president in the primaries after Carter (a good
president) left office, but Reagan won the
nomination for president in the Republican Party
and the presidency, while narrowly escaping an
assassination attempt from the son of GHW's
sponsor in the primaries, John Hinckley Jr, who
shot Reagan about 6 weeks after he was sworn in.
GHW had been made Vice President to Reagan
perhaps with a nudge from the party, and would
have become president if Hinkley had been
successful. This gave Reagan a wakeup call and he
accommodated Bush in his White House war
games: Iran/Contra: sell US weapons to an enemy
at inflated prices to use the money to fund right
wing guerrilla warfare in Nicaragua against the
Sandinista Marxist government that followed their
revolution, thereby continuing a long history of
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CIA dirty tricks to mess with world politics. CIA
agents like GHW Bush are notorious liars who run
their own show, which is far right wing (Nazi-like
behavior) to achieve their objectives. GHW Bush fit
right in, as he was the intelligence lead in running
the Bay of Pigs Assault. This scared Fidel Castro
into asking for nuclear weapons. This set up what
would have been WWIII if JFK had followed his
Joint Chief's recommendation for a first strike
against the Soviet Union, that military hawks had
been itching for since the end of WWII. The
politics of a professional soldier has to be: win by
brute force, or great finesse, but win. JFK was for
Peace in stark contrast.
Reaganomics was: over spend on defense, cut
rich peoples' taxes to force the government to
borrow to protect its own people, while private
ownership increases and the rich get richer and the
poor end withers and suffers to make a living.
Mechanization to improve productivity then
allows more reduction in employees, for higher
productivity and higher profits, while cutting jobs.
This starves the working class, (the people) even
more. The elite think that the economy is theirs to
do what they want with it. I disagree as the poor
outnumber the elite, and can win at the polls, if
they aren't snaked out of voting, by new far right
wing restrictive voting laws. That's what's
happening now in 2021; defeat them. The people
need to rule the government to re-establish
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oversight of industrial practices, fair/even voter
protections, equal justice under the law, and create
laws against racist and supremacist behaviors &
against judicial advantage gained with money.
Money doesn't know how to rule in a fair way. #45
tried to rule from his fairway while playing golf
instead of working for the people. And he
twittered away like a bird trying to cover his tracks,
but his perpetually lying mouth cursed him. Don't
be mesmerized by repeated lies. They never
become the truth and inconsistency makes him an
untrustworthy leader. Love seeks the truth and
enables it. Lies deceive and get sold to anxious
killers who await Trump's call to action. Don't be
the fool who is dumped on for his first error.
New tax laws limiting net income and wealth of
the elite would help to support the channeling of
moneys to the lower end of the economy to allow
the pursuit of happiness by all of the people, while
paying for the government's cost, and paying
down the national debt that mostly republicans
created. The market is driven from the bottom up.
It doesn't help to give money to the rich. Give
money to the people that support the rich through
the market economy while working and
celebrating life themselves. That's what'll make the
world go around with smiles for God and God's
kids, and animals and plants, if we also convert to
green power and stop burning fossil fuels. We
need to start the massive conversion now and
finish it as quick as we can. Big Oil and Coal are
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enemies to survival after the transition, which
should be finished by 2027. Also clean up the
pollution to our air and water resources and
minimize defense and intelligence services down
to protection of our sovereign nation with no more
drug smuggling, dirty tricks, just information
gathering. And bust the gambling racket that
falsifies professional sports for the hi rollers.

We also need human population decrease
by natural attrition /save all DNA/ neutering?
Reagan tripled the national debt to about 2.5
trillion in 8 years. All previous presidents together
contributed ~800 Billion of that over 200 years. So
Ronnie averaged $200 Billion/year debt increase
while all previous presidents averaged $4 Billion a
year. GHW added 1.5 more trillion in 4 years or
$375Billion/year. After GHW Bush came Bill
Clinton. He inherited a high deficit so he accrued
some debt, but in his 2nd term he turned the
economy around and started paying off the debt in
his last 2+ years. He accrued $1.5 Trillion in 8
years or about $190Billion/year. Aside from his
indiscretion, he was a good president for the
nation, like John Kennedy. W cost us about
$5.5Trillion in 8 years or ~$690 Billion/year and
Obama cost us ~$8.6 Trillion or ~$1.1 Trillion
/year. Trump cost us $7.8 Trillion in 4 years or
~$2 Trillion /year. G.W. Bush only won the
presidency with the votes of bigots from the South.
LBJ was right, the South was lost to the far right.
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As I see it, W did the most grievous hurt to his
country than any president. While all shadow
government leaders are traitors he may be the
worst of the worst. 911 was a demolition planned
by his administration to help the owners of the
towers get out of a bad deal while giving him some
justification for retribution for the airplane attacks
he caused, and an excuse for war in the Middle
east that he concocted. The towers were filled with
asbestos which would have to be removed by men
in space-suits before a transfer of ownership,
which would be cost prohibitive. So a large
insurance policy covering destruction by acts of
war covered their equity loss, while W gets the
blame for the asbestos dispersion and 3000 deaths.
A close look at the collapse of tower 2 shows
floors being taken out just above the 98th floor
going up as the top part stayed intact and came
down nice and straight and merged with the lower
floors that disappeared into the rubble. A
progressively faster liquefying of corner posts had
to outrun the increasing velocity of the
debris above it so that the total collapse was close
to the time of a free falling mass from the top of the
towers to the ground, about 10 seconds.
1368' = 1/2 gt2, where g is 32.2 ft2/sec2 and
t is the time it takes in seconds, and 1368' is the
height in feet for the tallest tower, both 110 floors.

t is 9.2 seconds for the free falling mass.
The plane hit between floors 77 and 85, so
heating at that point had nothing to do with the
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start of the collapse near the 98th floor. And with a
lopsided hit on one side of the towers, even if the
airplanes would have melted the steel it would be
with the tower buckling in at the hit point and the
top swinging out to that side in a messy
asymmetric partial collapse. With no heating of the
lower floors it is likely that the collapse would
have begun and ended near the top; but again for
the actual collapse, the corners were rhythmically
liquefied ahead of the down rushing debris,
floor by floor in the time of a sudden perfect
collapse all the way to the ground, a demolition.
Bldg 7 was a bigger miracle of a collapse. Nothing
hit it. And the pentagon was hit by a bunker
buster missile that penetrated through 6-7 1.5’
steel reinforced concrete walls which an aluminum
airplane (a giant flying thin walled gas tank)
could never do. Missile
engine parts are seen in the
debris near the hit point (at
left). So George W. Bush
hyped up the nation on lies
and murder; and sent us to
war with no weapons of
mass destruction to be
found. Colin Powell must
have owed W a big favor to
give his B.S. Speech at the UN that carried us into
war in Iraq. And W's family friends, the Bin
Ladens of Saudi Arabia, didn't have to worry
about George catching their son; because he
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let Usama slip into Pakistan in a large province
there, and disappear. W cranked up the wartime
budget and continued the republican trick of
weakening the government with more debt; how
about $5 Trillion more. His reduction of rich
people's taxes and over contracting by the
government put cash in the pockets of elite right
wing business owners for the debt our government
incurred on a one to one basis. This would include
the over spending in government costs in all areas,
as only the rich have the funds to support such
budgets. The poor end of the economy has nothing
to spare and is upside down and needs assistance
to reach subsistence. So take the money from the
top and make it support people unable to compete
in the kind of business done at the top. The elite
caused all of these problems; so they should fix
them. And inherited stolen moneys should also
be returned.
Bush also created a new government agency,
the Department of Homeland Security, to hassle
people around the world with security checks at
airports while he's the source of the terrorist
problems. Of course that was needed because he
invaded two Middle east sovereign nations for “the
damage done by 19 tent wandering Arabs with box
cutters?” (not really, Black OPS did it). Either way,
this whipped Iraq and Afghanistan into a
retribution frenzy for the terror he brought upon
them. He made the US the biggest terror
nation in the world. So we have troops in 130
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nations to enforce bad business deals with them
that are good for US companies, especially ones
accomplished at scamming: like Halliburton, who
got non-competitive contracts from W for support
in Iraq, where they failed to build infrastructure
correctly. And Blackwater's covert killers got our
protection through the Status of Forces Agreement
between the US and Iraq's puppet government
(that he bought for $5-8 billion cash that he flew
into Baghdad to pay for their services). Now the
UK runs the oil exports for Iraq to the world, for a
fee? How did they extort that concession? Have
they threatened to taint all the oceans with oil
disasters? And the Iraqi civilian population
suffered 1 million dead due to the US invasion.
Iraq should run its own oil business and elect its
own leaders. Bush pushed all the hate buttons that
caused all of the above. So is he the #1 anti-christ?
Maybe a monumental bust with his likeness
should be built on the rubble of the Skull and
Bones Tomb at Yale?
Richard A. Clark, Terrorism Czar for several
presidents, was put in the closet when
Condoleezza Rice, the new National Security
Council Advisor under the new president, G.W.
Bush, put Clark under her at the start of Bush 2's
presidency. She kept him out of the oval office and
put him two layers down under Deputy managers
with no operational control7. This would keep him
from finding out about Bush's 911 plan and
7.”Against All Enemies” 2004, Richard A. Clark pg. 229
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interfering. She had been groomed at Halliburton
to be a shadow government hot shot. And Dick
Cheney had been the CEO of Halliburton. Brown
& Brown (B&B), in the Military Industrial branch
on pg. 25 became Halliburton in later years. And
LBJ funneled contracts to B&B to make them very
rich ship builders in WWII, from paving
contractors to renown ship builders, thanks to LBJ
connections to FDR while a representative to
congress from Texas. Brown & Brown supported
Lyndon's campaign chest and personal wealth for many
years. So our shadow government was growing
before the end of WWII, using, of course, the
peoples' money. Johnson was accustomed to
taking cash bribes for political favors through Cliff
Carter, while ruling over the senate with personal
knowledge of legislators' private habits from
Bobby Baker. He manipulated congress to get done
what he approved of and was paid for.
One motivating force for the military joining the
shadow government could be their anger for not
having been turned loose on Stalin after the War
against Hitler, to enable a long term peace. JFK and
Khrushchev were making headway before JFK was
killed. And his American University speech in
June of 1963 indicated his desire to deal peacefully,
practically with the Soviet Union so as to avoid an
Arms race. The US military; however approved of
JFK's assassination and helped in the cover-up in a
big way [altering JFK's wounds (Navy and Army)
to help support an Oswald as killer.]
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Sovereign Nation Military It would serve our
country and the peace of the world if we simply
defended ourselves without meddling with troops
around the world. Peace oriented, good economy
for all should be our motto and our model for the
world. With our current radical right (Nazi)
shadow government, more than half of our people
are at risk if we don't reign in the conspirators and
disconnect them from our treasury, our printing of
US money, our military, our National Security
forces (Homeland Security, CIA, NSA, FBI, Secret
Service, all police forces, the Coast Guard, Drug
Enforcement Agency,.....), including our Service
and National Development Commands, Agencies,
and Laboratories. We must have mutual respect
for all humans, and deal humanely with animals.
We must let good science show us the way while
selecting the best combination of risks and benefits
to enable sustainable life on Earth. This requires
big changes to reduce government spending where
it doesn't benefit the people, increase taxes at the
high end and proportionately downward to
sustain life with a celebration for all, and $400$600 Billion/yr. to pay down the nation’s debt,
while covering interest on the existing debt,
separately, and all government programs that are
absolutely required. Our government has become
very bloated and needs to be trimmed down, while
moving the jobs to Solar power manufacturing &
installation for the nation, and Battery systems
manufacturing and distribution and set up,
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including charging capability from the surplus of
power generated to effectively power our nation
with clean solar and wind energy as well. This can
eliminate unemployment, and give every worker a
life sustaining income while enabling the pursuit
of happiness.
We also need Single payer Federal Medical
insurance with 3% max. administrative cost on all
services and supplies, elimination of torts in
medicine, use of binding arbitration, guidelines for
awards on mental/emotional and physical
damages to bring swift justice and settlement in all
cases. Private medical insurance has been a 20%
scam on our peoples' health dollars for too long,
with their “make work millionaires”. The elite will
still find a way to keep their private medical
system in business separately. But the rest of us,
the people, need faster settlements, before we die.
The Republican Party these days and for the
last 22 years has stifled the poorest of our citizens
with their votes in congress. They fail to respect
the lives of the poor end as they vote not to sustain
them. In the last 4 years their unanimity behind
Donald Trump is frightening. They act like all they
care about is sustaining their own jobs in congress.
Their empathy is approaching Trump's: none.
Their need for support from racists and
supremacist is horrifying. This will be their
downfall.
To reunite as a nation we must recognize that
this nation under God means this nation under
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love, with no exceptions for race, color, religious
creed, human DNA, sexual orientation, strengths
or weaknesses, intelligence, birth place or heritage,
sicknesses or health, or language.

MIND SETS FOR PEACE
Racism is unloving to say the least. So is
supremacist thinking/behavior. Dump them and
reform, and we can unite again. Don't dump them,
and laws will be written to forbid these affiliations
and behaviors. I'd prefer the former, so we can all
live with prosperity and celebration for all, and
celebration of life for all. Remember, God loves all
His/Her kids the same.
So racism and supremacy are anti-God. Also,
autocrats, like Donald Trump are unreasonably
unloving and have lost their cool. They should
never rule over any society of humans, anywhere.
They need to be made outcasts or be incarcerated.
Only criminal records, age, and citizenship issues
can thwart the voting rights in this Country.
All other issues are ungodly hogwash!
All parolees should recover their voting rights,
independent of crime level as racist judgments in
the past have made felons out of under privileged
people of color while white perpetrators served
less time for the same crime. Exonerate and enable
the under privileged to resume life and vote.
Emancipation comes when we recognize that Justification
and blame are at the roots of all negative emotions.
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Racists and supremacists rely on justification and
blame and can't escape anger, hate, contempt,
disgust, rage, while they hold onto these
judgments. A simple release is possible, while
deferring to God any judgment of a fellow human.
It simply feels good to release judgment and blame
to be God's job. Be part of love and defer your
judgments to God. In the meantime it's OK not to
have certain people over to dinner, if that would
make one more comfy.

negative emotions: take a short feel, then
name 'em, claim 'em and dump 'em
Be proactively positive, and it will act as a shield
against negative nudges.
Our duty in life is to keep our own side of the
street clean. One is not responsible for what
others do (except a family member may need a talk)
Owning one's own feelings is important; others
can't make one feel bad, one has to agree with the
accuser to feel bad. Anybody's opinion of me is
none of my business and I needn't stress. I will
not become a “people pleaser” who is perpetually
sorry for the feelings of others. Live and let live.
Respect others and restrain self-promotes peace.
It's OK to excuse oneself and walk away from
an uncomfortable situation.

People need to shut down unwanted advances
quickly with pinch off words when the advances
start to seem troubling. This must be done
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quickly before the advancer becomes a nuisance.
Put them off with assertion early and not anger
and threats later.
Seeking to depose a governor without an early
pinch off is witch hunting. Play fair.
Prepare a simple gratitude list e.g.
good food, clothing, shelter, warmth indoors, hot
and cold running water, toilets and TP, big screen
TV, HiFi music, musical instruments, recorded
music collection, the rents paid this month. I'm not
sick, a PC, a tablet, a smart phone, video games
and conferencing, a color printer/scanner, a
microwave oven, a toaster, a stove and frying pans
and pots, a refrigerator/freezer, ice cream, a
washing machine/dryer, a comfortable bed,
privacy, friends, research and analysis, making art,
my heart meds, cookies.....Those who are

grateful are happy; those who aren't, aren't.
Make a list and see.

GOOD SUPPORTING READS
1. Best Evidence by David S. Lifton, 1980: Complete
documentation of the change in body evidence of John F.
Kennedy’s corpse in the evening following the shooting
of the president at Walter Reed Army Hospital and
Bethesda Naval Morgue in the Wash. D.C. Area. Also
get the movie “Best Evidence” where David interviews
key witnesses to the story: Navy lab techs who
identified a front shot president whose body was altered
under their noses with bullet removal/trashing.
A must read
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2. Rush to Judgment by Mark Lane, 1966: Excellent
review of the ineptness of the Warren Commission (WC)
Report (book and movie, same title). Lane documents
many good witnesses who saw a different murder than
the WC reported, with lots of action above the knoll. 3
NRA masters failed to reproduce Oswald's supposed
accuracy with the suspected murder weapon.
A Mauser was found on the 6th floor, and the
Mannlicher Carcano was substituted the next day. The
only witness, Mr. Brennan, couldn't identify Oswald and
needed to be talked into it. The preponderance of
witnesses thought the fatal shot came from the grassy
knoll and that’s where ~100 people ran after the
shooting, from across the street and from the book
depository. This book refutes the Warren Commission
findings. A good first read.
3. Plausible Denial by Mark Lane, 1991: Documents
Lane’s defense of a magazine sued for slander by E.
Howard Hunt, Lane located an inside witness, Marita
Lorenz, and deposed her for the trial. She identified
Frank Sturgis as a CIA leader to assemble and lead a
caravan of men and weapons to Dallas on 21 November,
1963. She accompanied them. She witnessed E. Howard
Hunt paying off Sturgis and Jack Ruby. Riders in the
caravan included Gerry Patrick Hemming, the Novo
brothers, and a pilot, Pedro Diaz Lanz and some she
didn't mention. She left town the same day after
Sturgis told her what the trip was about. The jury
believed her testimony and past CIA Director Richard
Helm also initialed a memo identifying Hunt’s presence
in Dallas on 22 November, 1963.
4. The Great Zapruder Film Hoax by James Fetzer, et
al, 2003. This is a book that scientifically details the
corruption of visual evidence presented in the Zapruder
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film. It says that the film available today is a copy of the
original with the deletion of frames, blurring of frames,
and use of traveling mattes to paste the limo party on a
separate moving background with use an optical printer
to create a seamless copy of a new movie with dubious
content. It requires Kodachrome film while the original
film was Kodacolor film. A simple test can identify the
difference. But The Committee on Assassinations
refused to allow this test, even if done on the family
section of the film. Many other witness photos were also
edited. Dr. John Costella, David Lifton, Jack White,
David Mantik and others joined forces for this project
with Fetzer. This book presents irrefutable evidence of
alteration of the Zapruder film, and other photos
handled by the Secret Service and the CIA on 22 Nov.
5. Blood Money & Power by Barr McClellan, 2003:
tells Barr's experiences over the 5 years he served as
counsel to Johnson while with Ed Clark, Johnson’s
attorney and partner. He had to give up his license in
law to write this book. It covers the disappearance of 3
poll volunteers who witnessed name additions in the
register at their polling site that threw the election to
Johnson in the ’48 Democratic senate primary. He knew
the attorney who cooked the books, and later when the
heat was turned up the book was burnt and the poll
workers were never found. LBJ did political favors for
cash brought to his Wash DC office and given to Cliff
Carter (for LBJ). Men in LBJ's generation in Texas,
used murder as another business tool. He had a hit man
on his payroll, Mac Wallace, who killed people for him.
He’d do anything to get what he wanted, and he
wanted the presidency. This is the real Lyndon Johnson
and the scummy business he perpetrated. He was a
mental case in his final years; and would have been
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indicted for murder, if he had lived longer.
6. JFK and the Unspeakable James W. Douglass, 2008:
He helps the reader understand why JFK wasn’t liked
within the government and despised by many in the
business world. He wasn’t there to compromise what
was right for the nation and the people who he served.
Only greedy, murderous elements in government and
industry wanted to continue their draw down at the
Federal money pipe, so he became a marked man. Other
witnesses are detailed. Gordon Arnold's a soldier on
leave, who felt two shots whiz by his head on the knoll
during the assassination, shots from behind the picket
fence, and was forced at gunpoint to give up his film to
Roscoe White. He left town quickly out of fear. A deaf
man, Ed Hoffman, witnessed men behind the picket
fence and a rifle torn down and put in a tool bag.
7. Confessions of an Economic Hit Man by John
Perkins, 2004: This book is a tell all on U.S. Foreign
Policy (muscle around the world to control natural
resources and markets and governments). The author
confesses to have been a high level set up man for
leveraged control of foreign nations. This involves lies
and deception, contracts, bribes, threats of murder,
sometimes murders by CIA Jackals. In the case of
Saddam Hussein, armed forces of the U.S. were sent in
for B.S. reasons, like we fear their use of weapons of
mass destruction against us; and we don’t trust them. Or,
it doesn’t matter; it was right to attack an evil dictator
and liberate the people (with a puppet council that we
run remotely).
8. Crossfire by Jim Marrs 1989: This book documents it
all. It shows a detailed, multiple witness supported
conspiracy to kill John Kennedy. He's the first to include
the Ed Hoffman account. Excellent
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9. Treachery In Dallas by Walt Brown 1995:
documents the lack of policing in the JFK murder case
in Dallas. The Police knew Jack Ruby real well and
avoided sealing the area after the crime, retention of
fleeing suspects, evidence in the limo, the streets, and
witnesses/conspirators. Pieces of the president’s skull
and flesh could have stuck to tires that cruised by within
minutes after his execution. People left freely. Evidence
disappeared/was created (bullets/Oswald fingerprints
created/Lt Day). Nobody swept the 6th floor nest for 45
minutes. But enough eyes were watching to swoop
down and pick up people’s film. By evening all exhibits
were being sent to Washington where Johnson put FBI
in charge of the case. To become a Dallas police officer
or Sheriff's deputy one had to have membership in either
the KKK or the John Birch Society first.
Thomas Paine was a Brit who encouraged the
colonies in America to revolt against the British
crown and form a country of our own in
America in 1776…..And so we did!
I'm an American veteran and I encourage a good
housecleaning to rid ourselves of the covert
shadow government and all co-conspirators
therein who have usurped our nation, killed our
heroes, misled and killed our children in wars, and
sucked the marrow out of our bones for their own
selfish pleasure in the last 75 years and to use what
is recovered to pay off real debt (and not
repayment of Social Security debt) so God and us
can smile again.
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Unite with love
The End
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